Over the past 20 years, the Implicit Attitude Test (IAT) has become a robust paradigm for evaluating unconscious biases about socially sensitive topics (implicit attitudes) in a way that avoids social desirability bias. It has been widely applied to the psychology surrounding race, gender, and other social characteristics, and is a potentially useful tool for linguists particularly in studying the effects of dialect and accent. This study demonstrates an application of the IAT to accents, particularly examining implicit attitudes about Chinese-accented English relative to Standard American English. The study evaluated participants' implicit attitudes about Chinese accents using the IAT, measured their explicit attitudes using the Speech Evaluation Instrument (SEI) developed by Zahn and Hopper (1985) , and recorded selfreported rates of exposure to Chinese accents. It found that participants had both implicit and explicit attitudes toward Chinese-accented English that were significantly negative relative to American English.
Introduction
The theoretical concept of implicit attitudes, also known as implicit biases or implicit associations, was first introduced in 1998 by Greenwald, McGhee and Schwartz. It was intended to extend previous work on implicit cognition to the topic of social biases and attitudes. In the same paper, Greenwald, McGhee and Schwartz introduced an experimental paradigm to evaluate individuals' implicit attitudes: the Implicit Attitude Test (IAT). This test takes the form of a combined sorting task in which participants are asked to sort two different categories of stimuli at the same time. As a simple example, participants might be presented with a combined set of both shapes and characters one at a time and asked to sort squares and letters into one category while sorting circles and numbers into another, or vice versa. In this example, if a participant has an implicit association between squares and letters, they should find it easier to sort them into the same category and more taxing to have to sort them into different categories. The difference in a participant's reaction time can be taken as a measure of the strength of their associations between the stimuli being tested. In practice, the IAT is generally used to evaluate attitudes about social categories and interpersonal characteristics rather than associations between shapes and characters.
The current study applied the Implicit Attitude Test to US-English speakers' attitudes about Chinese and American accents. The goals of the study were to determine if there are implicit biases against Chinese-accented English relative to Standard American English, to determine the extent to which there is a correlation between implicit and explicit attitudes toward Chineseaccented English, and to determine the extent to which implicit and explicit attitudes about Chinese accents correlate with previous exposure to such accents. We expected to find both implicit and explicit attitudes to be negative overall. We also expected that negative explicit attitudes would correlate with more negative implicit attitudes, and that more frequent accent exposure would correlate with less negative implicit attitudes.
Literature Review
Since being introduced by Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz (1998) , use of the IAT has expanded greatly. It has become a staple of social psychology research, especially regarding the psychology of race (Haider et al., 2015) , gender (Dunham, Baron, & Banaji, 2016) , religion (Pirutinsky, Carp, & Rosmarin, 2017) , and sexuality (Westgate, Riskind, & Nosek, 2015) . The IAT is particularly good for investigating socially sensitive topics because results have been shown to be resistant to intentional modification by participants (Egloff & Schmukle, 2002) . This frees it from many of the social desirability concerns of more explicit measures and allows it to tap potentially unconscious attitudes. The IAT is also useful because there is a large and continually growing body of research documenting many of its practical characteristics as a psychometric measure. These include both its reliability and validity (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) , its sensitivity to order effects and the effects of differing numbers of stimuli (Nosek, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2005) , and the degree to which it is influenced by participant exposure to other psychometric measures (Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009 ). Significant effort has also been made to establish a more reliable, evidence-based scoring algorithm, including recommendations for proper treatment of errors and outliers (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003) .
These practical methodological foundations, along with the versatile and adaptable nature of the IAT, have contributed to its wide use in social psychology. Outside of social psychology, the IAT has begun to be applied to political science (Ksiazkiewicz & Hedrick, 2013) , political psychology (Friese, Smith, Plischke, Bluemke, & Nosek, 2012) , and even more recently has begun to find use in market research and product development (Gregg & Klymowsky, 2013) .
While it is beginning to find traction in other fields, the IAT has seen little use in either psycholinguistics or sociolinguistics, despite their relative proximity to social psychology as a field. The IAT was used both by Pantos and Perkins (2012) as well as by Rosseel, Speelman, and Geeraerts (2018) to evaluate attitudes toward single accents relative to a standard dialect. Pantos and Perkins (2012) evaluated American participants' attitudes toward Korean-accented English relative to standard American English, while Rosseel, Speelman, & Geeraerts (2018) evaluated Belgian attitudes toward regional varieties of Dutch relative to standard Dutch. The most notable novel linguistic application of the IAT comes from a sociolinguistic study that considered associations between various phonetic features and regions of the United States in an attempt to map out the salient aspects of various regional accents (Campbell-Kibler, 2012) . Nevertheless, the overall linguistic application of the IAT has been restricted to disconnected projects like these. While social psychology has applied IAT measures to a broad range of topics, and political science is beginning to do the same, psycho-and sociolinguistics have not yet developed a similar body of research. In the present study, we try to contribute to the data base by applying the IAT to attitudes towards foreign accent speech.
Methods

Main Study
overview. The main study consisted of four tasks. First, participants completed Speech Evaluation Inventories (SEI; Zahn & Hopper, 1985) for an American English speaker and a Chinese-accented speaker. Then, an IAT was conducted evaluating implicit attitudes toward Chinese accents as compared to an American English baseline. Participants then completed a & Kaushanskaya, 2007), which evaluated their language backgrounds as well as their selfreported level of exposure to the Chinese accents. Finally, a short debriefing questionnaire was completed to explain the experiment's purpose and identify ways to improve participant experience in future.
participants. In total, 26 participants took part in this study. Participants were recruited from the University of Florida student population and were compensated with either course credit for an applicable course, or payment at a rate of $7.50 an hour. The participants ranged in age from 18 to 28, with a median age of 20. Of the participants, 18 were women. implicit association task (IAT). The accent version of the IAT using auditory stimuli in this study is modeled on the IAT paradigm used in Pantos (2012) . The use of auditory stimuli in IATs is relatively uncommon, but it is essential when applying these tests to accent. The auditory stimuli used consisted of eight neutral three-syllable phrases. The visual stimuli used were eight positive valence words and eight negative valence words, all taken from those used by Pantos (2012) . All stimuli are listed in Table 1 below: A small norming survey was conducted with Qualtrics survey software in order to confirm the intelligibility of the auditory stimuli and to test the identifiability of the accents. Twenty participants were recruited through Amazon's Mechanical Turk. The survey excluded any selfreported non-native English speakers, as well as anyone attempting to complete it from a non-American IP address. Before beginning, participants reported their age and gender: seven were female; ages ranged from 22 to 56; the median age was 33.
For the norming survey, participants were presented with the 16 accented audio stimuli and were first given free response fields and asked to identify both the content of the phrase and its accent. In a second portion, participants were presented with the same 16 auditory stimuli, but this time were only asked to identify the accent and were given a choice between American English and Mandarin Chinese-accented English.
The results of this study indicate both the content and accent of the stimuli were generally identifiable. Seventeen out of the 20 participants correctly identified what was said in every trial, and all correctly identified over 85% of the phrases. Participants were able to correctly identify the American accent in every trial, and most were able to identify the Chinese accent. While several participants misidentified the Chinese accented speech as Korean or Japanese, all participants correctly discriminated between the two accents when presented with fixed responses.
When audio stimuli were presented to participants in the main study, they were repeated three times with a second of silence inserted between repetitions, as was done in Pantos and Perkins (2012) , although participants could respond from the beginning for every stimulus. A small sound indicator was presented on screen to indicate that an audio stimulus was being played.
Visual stimuli remained on screen until the participant made a response. Upon an incorrect response, a red X was presented on the bottom of the screen which remained until participants corrected their response. Correct responses were followed by a 250-millisecond blank screen, then by a 250 millisecond fixation cross in the middle of the screen before the next trial began.
Each IAT consisted of seven blocks -B1 through B7as illustrated below in Table 2 : Table 2 . Sequence of blocks for IAT For each block, the two characteristics were presented at the top left and right of the screen and participants were instructed to press the E key on the keyboard if the stimulus matched the characteristic on the right (e.g. "Positive") and press the I key if it matched the characteristic on the left (e.g. "Negative"). B1 was a practice block in which participants sort the valence words as positive or negative. The eight positive and eight negative visual stimuli were each repeated twice giving a total of 32 trials. B2 was another practice block, this time sorting the auditory stimuli as either Chinese-accented or American-accented. The eight Chinese stimuli and eight American stimuli were each presented twice, again giving 32 total trials for B2. B3 and B4 were combinations of blocks one and two in which participants sort both the visual and auditory stimuli into combined accent/valence categories. B3 and B4 were identical, but they were separated for analysis. All stimuli from B1 and B2 were used and each was repeated twice giving order of trials within each block was randomized for each participant. Participants were instructed to complete trials as quickly as is possible without sacrificing accuracy.
LEAP-Q and accent exposure measures.
This study used a modified version of the LEAP-Q from Marian, Blumenfeld and Kaushanskaya (2003) to record participants' language backgrounds and to assess their levels of exposure to the foreign accent being tested. Because the targeted participants were primarily monolingual American English speakers, the LEAP-Q was presented in an abbreviated form.
Following the shortened LEAP-Q, an additional section asked about personal interactions participants have with individuals with the Chinese accents, the frequency with which they hear such accents in their environments, and any travel they may have taken to either mainland China, Taiwan, or Hong Kong. These three questions are taken as measures of accent exposure.
speech evaluation instrument (SEI). To measure participants' explicit attitudes toward
Chinese accents, this study employed the Speech Evaluation Instrument (SEI) first described in Zahn and Hopper (1985) . In this instrument, participants listened to two recordings of a 102word text that was purportedly an answering machine message for a doctor's office. The contents of the two recordings were identical, and they differed only in the accent of the speaker. The same two speakers who recorded the auditory IAT stimuli recorded the SEI texts. After each recording, participants were asked to rate the speaker on 30 scales based on a variety of personal characteristics. Each scale asked for a rating from one to seven in which the extremes were labeled with two contrasting personal qualities. These included characteristics such as whether the speaker sounded educated or uneducated, whether they sounded likable or unlikeable, and whether they sounded enthusiastic or shy. Participants were given no information about the speakers and were instructed to focus their assessments on the quality of the speakers' voices alone.
Analysis of Data
The IAT responses were processed according to the recommended scoring algorithm in Greenwald, Nosek, and Banaji (2003) . This involved elimination of all trials with response latencies exceeding 10 seconds and elimination of all participants in which more than 10% of trials had response latencies shorter than 300 milliseconds. Latencies for each incorrect trial were then replaced with the latency until correct response, as all trials provided negative feedback after incorrect responses and required participants to follow up with the correct response. For each participant, mean latencies were then calculated for each of the combined task blocks: B3, B4, B6, and B7. Two pooled standard deviations were then calculated: one for the combined SD of B3 and B6 and another for the combined SD of B4 and B7. Two differences were then calculated: mean latency of B3mean latency of B6 and mean latency of B4mean latency of B7. Finally, each difference was divided by the associated pooled standard deviation, and the two resulting quotients were averaged. This provides what Greenwald et al. (2003) call the D measure, a measure of each participant's implicit association about the target characteristic.
The SEIs for each participant were processed according to the original findings of Zahn and Hopper (1985) . For each of the accented SEIs, the 30 items were grouped according to the three factors identified by Zahn and Hopper, which they name "superiority," "attractiveness," and "dynamism." Mean ratings were calculated for each of these factors, as well as an overall mean rating for each accent. Four differences were then calculated, subtracting the overall and factor means of the Chinese test from their associated American English means. These differences are taken as measures of the participant's explicit attitudes toward Chinese accented English relative to American English, both overall and with regard to the three specified factors.
Pearson's correlation coefficients were then calculated between the results of the two tests described above. Specifically, they tested whether participants' implicit attitudes about Chinese accents correlated with their overall explicit attitudes, or with any of the three identified subscales. Coefficients were also calculated for the correlation between IAT score and accent exposure.
Results
IAT Scores
When analyzing the IAT, possible scores range between 2 and -2. In this case, a positive score indicates a preference for American accents over Chinese accents, while a negative score indicates a preference for Chinese accents over American ones. Using the scoring ranges established by Nozeck, Bananji, and Greenwald (2005) , an absolute score of less than 0.15 indicates a slight preference, a score between 0.15 and 0.35 indicates a moderate preference, and a score above 0.65 indicates a strong preference. Based on these criteria, the majority of participants (18) exhibited moderate preference for the American accent. Two participants showed strong preference for the American accent and three only showed slight preference for the American accent. Three participants reversed the trend, showing preference for the Chinese accent over the American one. Two of these were categorized as having a slight preference and one was categorized as having a moderate preference. The mean, range, standard deviation, and the results of a one-sample t-test performed on participants' IAT scores are listed in Table 3 below: These results support the hypothesis that, overall, the population has a slight to moderate implicit bias against Chinese accents.
SEI Scores
Four one-sample T-tests were also conducted on the SEI results: one for the overall difference between the American and Chinese ratings and one for the rating differences in each of the three subscales identified by Zahn and Hopper (1985) . The means, ranges, standard deviations, and results of the one-sample T-tests are displayed in Table 4 below: These results indicate that, overall, the population has significant negative explicit attitudes toward Chinese accents as well as implicit ones. These negative attitudes appear to be concentrated most heavily in the Superiority and Dynamism factors, although significant negative attitudes are present in the Attractiveness factor as well.
Correlation between IAT, SEI, and exposure
Five Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated examining the level of correlation between participants' IAT scores and their SEI scores overall, their scores on each of the SEI subscales, and their self-reported level of accent exposure. To measure accent exposure, participants were asked to estimate how many times in the past week they had interacted with a person with a Chinese accent, as well as how many times they had overheard someone speaking with a Chinese accent, and the sum was taken as an estimate of accent exposure. The R, R 2 , and P-values for each of these correlations are shown in Table 5 below: No meaningful correlations were found between IAT scores and either the SEI scores overall or any of the subscales. A weak correlation was found between IAT scores and accent exposure. This correlation, though, moved opposite from what was expected: more frequent exposure to Chinese accents appears to correlate with more negative implicit attitudes towards that accent.
Discussion
Individually, the implicit and explicit attitude findings support the hypotheses.
Participants exhibited negative explicit and implicit attitudes toward Chinese accents. The correlation results, on the other hand, did not support the hypotheses. No correlation was found between implicit and explicit attitudes. It is not clear why such correlations were not found in this study. Pantos and Perkins (2012) found previously that implicit attitudes about accents were, in fact, partially predicted by explicit attitudes. One likely limitation of the current study is its sample size. We were only able to collect data from 26 participants, which may not have given the statistical power necessary to detect the relevant effects. Furthermore, the correlation between exposure and IAT score is reverse to what was expected. More frequent Chinese accent exposure here appears to be associated with greater bias against Chinese accents, albeit loosely.
This may be due to a number of factors. It is possible that greater interaction with Chineseaccented individuals does, in fact, inspire greater bias about Chinese accents. It could also be the case that negative attitudes about Chinese accents cause individuals to notice and remember such accents more easily. This could artificially inflate self-reports of accent exposure among those with negative attitudes towards that accent. The fact that the correlation is relatively weak and the small sample size of this study also allow for the possibility that the correlation found is not genuine and is simply an artifact of this sample. Future research is needed to confirm this correlation and, if genuine, to determine its underlying causes.
These findings, along with the previous work on this topic, suggest that the IAT does provide a potential method for evaluating individual level linguistic attitudes, even when such attitudes are unconscious or socially undesirable. Further research is needed to map the uses and limitations of both auditory IATs generally and specifically those aimed at evaluating linguistic attitudes. If a foundation is provided for linguistic IATs, they can provide a valuable way to study and control for social attitudes about language. In particular, it will allow researchers to better explore the underlying causes of previously observed social influences on linguistic processing.
